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SPEC LUBE-80
Water-Displacing Oil/Inhibitor
General Description
SPEC LUBE-80 is a special blend of hydrocarbons and organic corrosion inhibitors designed to
protect pipe, cables, tools and other metal equipment exposed to the elements for limited periods of
time.  In addition to displacing moisture, SPEC LUBE-80 will quickly loosens rusted nuts and bolts
to free frozen shafts, pulleys, bolts, etc. 

SPEC LUBE-80 has a strong affinity for metals and will form a mono-molecular film on the
surface.  The film is impervious to water penetration and protects metal surfaces from rust or
corrosion for limited periods of time without the usual inconvenience associated with most
protective products. SPEC LUBE-80 molecules are so strongly attracted to metal surfaces that they
will displace moisture to reach the metal.

Application
SPEC LUBE-80 may be applied undiluted as a spray over a dry or wet metal surface.  The film will
protect the metal for several months in a passive outdoor environment.  Friction limits the effective
life of the film, so it is suggested that wire lines be treated with SPEC LUBE-80 after each use.
SPEC LUBE-80 may also be applied with any type automatic wiping apparatus designed for coating
wire lines.

SPEC LUBE-80 has been successfully used to protect metal objects that are removed from hot
caustic vats.  Such objects are so immaculately clean that they begin to rust immediately.  Dipping
or spraying with SPEC LUBE-80 gives metal a rust-free protection.

Availability
SPEC LUBE-80 is available in UN approved 5 gallon pails, 55 gallon drums and bulk quantities.

Handling
Observe warning label on containers.  Normal precautions for industrial chemicals apply.


